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A FEELING THAT
NEVER LEFT

- Poulami Sinha

The best things in this world are to be lived and then re-lived.
The smell of soil after the rain, climbing trees on a sunny
afternoon, flying paper planes and writing our names on the
school desk-these are the moments which hold nothing but
sheer joy and the innocence of our childhood. Sometimes
during moments where I would be doing nothing more than
sitting and staring out the window, fleeting thoughts of my
halcyon days would pop up.
It was one of those days where I found myself engulfed by an
emotion which spread warmth in my heart and left a smile on
my face. Yes, nostalgia had hit me like a train. And like always,
I hopped onto it without giving it a thought . It all began when
a small kid asked me if I had any games on my mobile phone
for her to play. The evening was beautiful. I looked at her and
let my mind wander back to the 90’s where our evenings would
be lined up with games from ‘I spy’ to ‘Hopscotch’ to ‘Chor Police’. The streets would be filled with children running
around, riding bicycles, roller skating up and down the lanes.
As the night would approach, the lanes would turn quieter,
turning boxes made for hopscotch into dust. Returning home
with bruised knees, panting for breath, sweat dripping from
our foreheads only to find a glass of Rasna sitting in the
refrigerator was an unmatched feeling. I sat there foolishly
smiling, recalling my childhood when the little girl nudged me
and I snapped back to reality, a reality where everything was
preferred virtual. I told the little girl that I might not have
games on my mobile phone, but I had just the thing for her. I
picked up a brick, drew those boxes I used to make as a kid,
picked up a pebble and hopped to my delight and to that little
girl’s amusement. In that moment I relived my childhood once
again.
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REWIND
From waking up to my favorite cartoon,
To early morning calls on zoom,
The journey has been a little crazy,
With literally no time to be "lazy",
I say this in my bed as I join another
meeting room.
- Viraj Nikale

The wall was once a canvas for me,
Where I used crayons to create another
story.
Home turned into a Quidditch pitch,
And I became the golden snitch.
But, riding on the Nimbus2000 was my
mom trying to catch me.
-Ayushkumar Jain

Monica gets stung by a jellyfish
The immense pain made her anguish,
Joey was too tired from digging a hole.
Saviour Chandler gets into the role,
And a sudden gush of ammonia waterfall
made the pain vanish.
-Shreyash Kumar
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Moon Landing Hoax
- Viraj Nikale

We all know the first person to walk on the moon was none other than Neil
Armstrong, But did you know who the first person to spread the idea that the
moon landing never happened was? It all started with Bill Kaysing when he selfpublished a pamphlet called We Never Went to the Moon: America’s Thirty Billion
Dollar Swindle. Kaysing was a part of the US space program between 1956 and
1963. Kaysing believed until his death in 2005 that the whole event was a hoax,
shot in a TV studio. He told Wired in 1994, “It’s well documented that Nasa was
often badly managed and had poor quality control, But as of 1969, we could
suddenly perform manned flight upon manned flight? With complete success?
It’s just against all statistical odds.” Well, that’s something to think about; when
Sputnik 1 was launched in October 1957 by the Soviets, the US space program
was non-existent, NASA was founded in 1958. In 1961 when John F Kennedy
announced that “The US should commit itself to achieve the goal, before this
decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to the
Earth,” it seemed a stretch, the Americans experienced various setbacks,
including a launchpad fire that killed all three Apollo 1 astronauts in 1967. Apart
from this, Kaysing’s initial queries were the fact that no stars are visible in the
pictures; another is the lack of a blast crater under the landing module; a third is
to do with the way the shadows fall, however, a lot of debates have taken place
explaining such “anomalies” over the years. As far-fetched as the hoax theory
may appear, a 1999 Gallup poll revealed that it is surprisingly resilient: 6% of
Americans believe the lunar landings were a hoax, while 5% are undecided. Its
been 5 decades since the moon landing but to this day, some people believe that
all of it was a lie, what do you think?

*Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the official policy or position of any agency.
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THE LOST P.M.
- Ayushkumar Jain
Was he murdered? Was it a heart attack? Was it
the CIA? Was it Russians? Too many questions,
yet no evidence of it to date. Files are still not
declassified, RTIs have been filed, but the
question still remains unanswered.
On 10th of January 1966, a night after Tashkent
Agreement was signed between India and
Pakistan; he was in his room talking to his
family and relatives in India. After that, he took
his medicines and also had milk served by one
of the maids but not the one who used to serve
daily. He went to his bed to sleep, but at around
1 am he started facing some breathing issues.
Doctors and nurses hurried to check. The
servant who served was also missing and
Shastriji fought hard but couldn’t survive. A few
days later, the doctor was killed in an accident,
and he was the one who had all medical records.
With his death, all shreds of evidence were lost.
When his body arrived, it was swollen, and his
face was black; there were cuts in his body, and
his cap was red with blood.
Cuts? A new maid? I hope you are able to
connect the dots. But cuts still sound strange,
isn’t it? But not for the Russian agency. It is
rumoured that they used to remove few body
parts for sale. Shastriji’s family members were
suspicious. Obviously, they had a post-mortem,
but nothing was found, and it was concluded
that he died because of a heart attack.
Why is it hidden from us? Why is he hidden? Are
you aware his birthday also falls on the 2nd of
October? Why does our syllabus never glorify
him?
These questions still remain unanswered, and
his death is still a debate.
*Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any agency.
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abc
of entertainment
- Souvik Kar
DANGEROUS DAVE
We all have had the unique experience of
playing the Dangerous Dave game. Jumping
through the mazes and fire, using jetpacks,
and shooting pixelated ghosts to get the crown
for the next level was the objective. In the era
of dial-up internet, It wasn’t possible to find
gameplay videos and go around the levels but
this made up for the perfect breeding ground
for gossip (the hoaxers boasting about
completing the game) amongst the gamers.
The coordination of our index fingers was of
utmost importance with one hand on the
arrow keys and another on the space bar to
have the most efficiency.

EIGHT BALL POOL
It has to be the best pool mobile game ever.
The game was launched for the android
platform in 2010. Although the company has
never claimed to cause any harm to its
players, we definitely have spent hours
squinting our eyes on the mobile screen to
get the cue angle right. With more updates,
the game’s fascination grew with exclusive
cues, more tournaments, and in-game coins.
I do download the game for a quick peek at
my coins and after losing all of them rageuninstall the game for next time.

FARMVILLE
The agriculture-simulation-based gaming
phenomenon was the earliest game to
thrive on the Facebook gaming platform.
Every player wanted to experience the
aesthetic and virtual feel of planting,
growing, and harvesting different plants
and trees. The highlight of the game was
the real-time simulation bringing players
frequently to take care of their farm
animals and pets. This game has been
laid to rest on December 31st 2020 and
later versions continue the legacy.
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SymB Reviews

- Esha Misra

Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings is an origin story in Phase 4
of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. (We have had TV shows before, like
WandaVision and Falcon and the Winter Soldier). This movie’s interconnectedness with multiple other storylines within the MCU has
expanded the universe in more ways than one.
The protagonist, Simu Liu as Shang-Chi or Shaun is a man in his midtwenties and someone every MBA student can relate to – he is smart
but has absolutely no idea what he should do with his life and is urged
by others to not waste his life away. The female lead, Awkwafina as
Katy is the funny and supportive friend, and like every MCU movie,
majorly contributes to saving the day. The antagonist, Tony Leung as
the Ten Rings Bearer is the highlight of the movie for us. His
motivations and rationalizations to be who he is, is perfectly balanced
for an antagonist – he is equal parts emotionally balanced yet logically
irrational. The passion and grief displayed by Leung in his role
completely enthralled us.
The first half of the movie is funny and down-to-earth. It is also jampacked with modern action; with one of the best dynamic car-chase
action shots that Marvel has undertaken. The action sequences in the
movie are one of the best choreographed in the entire MCU, especially
when compared to other origin movies like Black Panther, Captain
America: First Avenger and Thor. The second half of the movie
transitions into mythical fantasy with Chinese folklore in its center.
The ending is beautiful and apt, and opens avenues for connecting
with other MCU storylines.
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At its core, it is a movie based on family – however dysfunctional it
may be. It showcases relationships in a new and different light within
the MCU – be it a father-son, brother-sister or aunt-son relationship; or
simply friendship. The movie has successfully packaged immense
soulfulness in itself, which other MCU movies, or action movies in
general should take notes from.
As personal fans of the MCU over every other universe there is, the
introductory action scenes were the most fun and a kick to watch –
often quite literally. The ending of the movie (and both post credits
scenes) were our absolute favorite. As an origin story, this movie
showcases what Marvel does best – action, cinematography, storyline,
interconnectedness with other storylines in the universe, and not to
forget, graphics.
Our official recommendation? Beg, borrow and steal a Hotstar
subscription from your friends and family and watch this movie. It is
worth every bit of your time, especially during end-semester break.
(P.S. We tried our level best to not include any spoilers, but once you
do watch the movie; and trust us, you should; reach out to us to
discuss it further!)

SymBeat Rating:
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Honest Diwali 2.0
- Anish Ghosh
I mean, who doesn't like a breather after the exams. Diwali this year
was more like a study leave, gone terribly wrong. It's not that we had
nothing to do, it's just that there was nothing that we could do. Diwali
without ladoos isn't Diwali at all; hopefully, the ladoos won't reflect on
our answer sheets this time around.
Crackers. Whether you burn them or ban them; both are in its favor.
You burn them and they're beautiful; you ban them and they live to see
another day.
Every neighbourhood has that 10 year old, creating a nuisance over the
ladoos while his parents have already given up on him.
Talking about ladoos, Diwali asked my diet routine, "Kuchh meetha ho
jaye?" Yes, ladoos for breakfast is some serious food for thought. Ladoo
on one hand, responsibilities on the other; I checked if there were any
deadlines before EOD.
Shopping during Diwali is insane. It's all about finding the corner with a
fan. It's hilarious how people end up buying steel chammach and
katora in Dhanteras, when they're supposed to buy gold. However,
things take a crazier turn when it comes to gifts. You'll likely receive
the same Parker pen as your Diwali gift, the one which you had gifted
your relative last year.
My sister found out that I had stepped on her Rangoli unknowingly;
meanwhile Spotify: Enjoy the next 30 minutes of uninterrupted
listening. Let's face it: Rangolis are no more beautiful when you have to
clean them the next day. I was just trying to help my sister, you see.
Patakhas are too hot to handle, at least literally. But if there had to be
anything hotter, it would be the trend of 'saving animals' just before
Diwali. This Diwali, be the change and stop caring for animals 'only'
during Diwalis.
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Unpopular Opinions
Result day was the best day as it was full of drama. - Souvik Kar

Kids who covered their answer sheets during exams are the same
people who don't let you merge on the highway. - Esha Misra
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Civics never helped in developing civic sense and also ruined the
grades. - Ayushkumar Jain

If high-school was your backyard, you know how to roll the
stones. - Anish Ghosh

There was like a lag of 3-4 years in between 10th and 11th Standard
Maths and Science which nobody speaks about! - Kavya Jain

Finding the correct 'matra' in Hindi was more difficult than
finding the 'X' in maths. - Poulami SInha

Social studies teachers literally got paid for reading out of the
textbook. - Viraj Nikale

Teachers should know that the kids with innocent faces are
always the culprit.- Shreyash Kumar
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